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Carbon typescript. 97 leaves typed rectos only. Bradbound into thin blue card wrappers typed: “Miracle
on 34th Street By Valentine Davies.” Small tears on the yapped edges of the wrappers, corners of a few
pages of the text folded or creased, vertical crease, but overall very good. Contains a few handwritten
corrections, presumably in the hand of the author.
The evolution of both the film and the novel are complicated. Davies wrote the story on which the film
was based, from which George Seaton wrote the screenplay. Davies was expected to write a novelization
of his original story to be published simultaneously with the film - indeed the jacket of the first edition
contained advertising for the film. Filming had ended just two or three weeks before this draft of
Valentine’s novelization. Davies’ dated foreword in this version explains the evolution.
However, much apparently was left to be done, as this version shows very significant changes from
the published version. For example the first chapter is completely different: the published version is
set in an old age home where Kris Kringle talks with his doctor. In this manuscript version it begins
with Kris “enjoying one of his rare excursions into town” not mentioning where it came from, and him
interrupting young Vernon Koppelman, a window dresser who is setting up his North Pole display,
rapping on the window and saying “I just want you to know how much I appreciate your very accurate
display...” but correcting some mistakes with the reindeer.
Laid in are two Typed Letters Signed, both to personal friends in Santa Monica. The first is from
Valentine Davies dated April 7, 1948 and Signed “Val” responding to a note of congratulations on
receiving the Academy Award for this film: “The fact that George and Teddy got Oscars, too, made
it a very exciting evening all around.” Davies won an Oscar for Best Original Story, Seaton (who also
directed the film) won his Oscar for Best Screenplay, and Edmund Gwenn won Best Supporting Actor
for his portrayal of Kris Kringle.
The other letter is from George Seaton to the same couple dated April 8, 1948 and Signed “George”,
for the same purpose: “Thanks so very much for your kind words on the arrival of Oscar. I deeply
appreciate your thoughtfulness.” It is obvious from the letters that these were personal friends as each
letter discusses upcoming plans and meeting again soon.
A likely unique manuscript of the story that resulted in a significant film and later a bestselling and
beloved book. [BTC#422691]

